Kaivac
Attachments
Making No-Touch Cleaning better, faster…and cheaper
®

Gatling Gun™ Grouter
Low-cost high-speed rotary nozzle delivers the power of a truck mount on a portable 500 psi Kaivac
No-Touch Cleaning system.

Highlights
Restores grout lines and tile surfaces to their original condition.
Patent-pending combination of rotary nozzle and extraction capability blasts and removes
embedded soils.
Can also be used for carpet spotting, wall surfaces, stair wells and many other surfaces.

Squeegee Head Brush
Vacuum/squeegee head with integrated bristled floor brush eliminates time wasted changing
tools while cleaning floors.

Highlights
Provides instant access to heavy duty bristled floor brush when wet vacuuming floors.
Ideal for cleaning trouble spots on restroom and kitchen floors.
Swivel head easily reaches under low obstacles.

10” Vacuum Head
Reduced-size vacuum/squeegee head for hard to reach tight and narrow areas.

Highlights
Perfect size for cleaning stair treads.
Fits easily behind hard to reach restroom and kitchen fixtures.
Narrow size works great on countertops.

Mohawk Grout Brush
Lightweight in-line bristled brush designed for spotting grout lines while wet vacuuming.

Highlights
Heavy duty bristles concentrate cleaning action deep into grout lines.
Vacuum wand serves as a sturdy, robust brush handle.
Patent-pending grout brush mounts easily on most vacuum wands.
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Gatling Gun™ Pistol
Optional spray gun featuring a specialized nozzle for a powerful rotary spray pattern for 500 psi Kaivac No-Touch Cleaning
system. Makes the chemical-free process even faster.

Highlights
high-speed rotary nozzle deep cleans target surfaces in rapid fashion
blasts and loosens embedded soils without rigorous manual scrubbing or harsh chemicals.
Ideal for high speed chemical-free cleaning

Gatling Gun™ Lance
Optional spray gun featuring an extended lance and specialized nozzle for a powerful rotary spray pattern for 500 psi
systems. Perfect for blasting tough soils at point-blank range.

Highlights
high-speed rotary nozzle and extended lance deep cleans target surfaces in rapid fashion
blasts and loosens embedded soils without rigorous manual scrubbing or harsh chemicals.
Ideal for high speed chemical-free cleaning

